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Changing Cities

The word “Shibuya” does not only refer to the Shibuya station 
area, but also the whole Shibuya-ku and neighboring areas. 
Everyone knows the popular landmarks around Shibuya Station, 
such as the Hachiko statue, Shibuya Hikarie and SHIBUYA109 
shopping mall, but there is so much more to explore – roadside 
shops and distinctive shopping streets in various areas of the 
city, historical and cultural facilities, parks etc. Discover all of 
Shibuya by taking a long walk following this map. 

Discover More of Shibuya!

Here is special page of “Shibuya Sanpo”.

www.tokyo-cci.or.jp/shibuya/hitoeki/ 
The other recommended walking courses similar to 
"Shibuya & Daikanyama Walking Map" can be downloaded 
in PDF format. Check them out too!

Shibuya Branch of Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
Shibuya Ward Commerce and Industry Hall 7th fl.  
1-12-5, Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 150-0002 
TEL: 03-3406-8141 | FAX: 03-3498-6569 | Office Hours: 9:00-17:00

This walk takes you around Daikanyama, and also 
through time – from ancient shrines to the latest craft 
beer brewery restaurant and from the traditional 
Japanese house and garden, to modern complexes 
like Hillside Terrace, Daikanyama T-Site and Log Road 
DAIKANYAMA. Sitting down, taking a deep breath and 
enjoying the surroundings is a common theme. 

Here, you can see the city evolving, developing and 
changing, while staying true to its roots, protecting 
its cultural heritage and extending its traditions and 
crafts into modern businesses. Vibrant and lively, yet 
laid back, the stylish Daikanyama area is a well-known 
hangout for Tokyoites.

Go beyond 
Shibuya Crossing

Old & New



16-15, Sarugaku-cho, Shibuya-ku 5 min on foot from 
Daikanyama Sta. Vary from shop to shop

DAIKANYAMA T-SITE
代官山T-SITE

This 3-building complex is 
heaven for bibliophiles and 
coffee fans. It has a great 
selection of books in English 
and a myriad of cozy nooks 
where one can read and relax. 
In addition, it has a whole floor 
dedicated to CD-s and DVD-s. 

29, Sarugaku-cho, Shibuya-ku
5 min on foot from Daikanyama Sta.

Ancient Tombs & Shrine: Sarugakuzuka
猿楽塚古墳と神社

A small Shinto shrine, almost like 
a secret spot inside the urban 
Hillside Terrace complex, rests 
on top of ancient burial mounds 
from the 6th-7th century Yamato 
era. The Sarugakuzuka was built 
in Taisho era and it’s dedicated 
to the Goddess Amaterasu.  

29-20, Sarugaku-cho, Shibuya-ku 5 min on foot from 
Daikanyama Sta. 03-3476-1021 10:00-18:00 Mon

Kyu Asakura House
旧朝倉家住宅

A rather peaceful spot to explore 
a traditional Japanese residence. 
It tends to be less crowded, so 
you are encouraged to sit down 
and enjoy the gardens or read 
the haiku poems composed in 
the very same place. 

17-6, Daikanyama-cho, Shibuya-ku Directly connected 
to Shibuya Sta. Vary from shop to shop

Daikanyama Address Dixsept
代官山アドレス・ディセ

This building complex is a mix of 
residential buildings and shops, 
with a comfortable and spacious 
public plaza that is perfect for 
taking a break. Here you can 
shop for clothes, shoes and 
rare imported foods or try some 
cafes and restaurants.  

17-6, Daikanyama-cho, Shibuya-ku 5 min on foot from 
Daikanyama Sta. 03-3476-1021 11:00-19:00 Mon & Tue

Art Front Gallery
代官山アドレス・ディセ

Art Front Gallery is a commercial 
gallery featuring the latest Asian 
artists. It organizes over 10 exhibitions 
every year with works from emerging 
artists to established ones. Moreover, 

the gallery is affiliated with major art festivals such as 
Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennale and Setouchi Triennale where 
international artists collaborate on exhibitions. 

23-1, Sarugaku-cho, Shibuya-ku 3 min on foot from 
Daikanyama Sta. 03-3780-0182 11:00-19:00

New Year’s Eve and New Year’s day

KAMAWANU
かまわぬ 代官山店

Many of the “KAMAWANU” towels 
are dyed by artisans who have 
continued the traditional craft 
from the Meiji era. There are 
plenty of designs tailored to the 

season, and about 200 patterns are available at all 
times. Mail order / catalog order is also available.

1-34-28, Ebisu-nishi, Shibuya-ku close to Daikanyama 
Sta. 03-6416-9827 11:30-17:00, 18:00-23:30 Tue

SOSO Cafe and Teahouse
楚々

A cozy and stylish corner with 
proper matcha green tea and 
delicate traditional Japanese 
confectionery handmade by 
professionals. Both the sweets 

and the tableware are beautifully arranged. Here, 
you can have your very own mini tea ceremony!
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13-1, Daikanyama-cho, Shibuya-ku 4 min on foot from 
Daikanyama Sta. Vary from shop to shop

LOG ROAD DAIKANYAMA
ログロード代官山

The main gathering spot in this 
minimalist wooden chic complex 
is the Spring Valley Brewery. Here 
you can taste unique Japanese 
craft beers from micro-breweries 

like Afterdark, On the Cloud, Jazzberry etc. The staff 
recommends the best food and beer pairings. 

©LOG ROAD DAIKANYAMA

1-29-1, Higashi, Shibuya-ku (A bldg.) / 1-29-3, Higashi, 
Shibuya-ku (B bldg.) 10 min on foot from Shibuya & 
Daikanyama Sta. Vary from shop to shop

SHIBUYA BRIDGE
渋谷ブリッジ

Approximately 600m from SHIBUYA 
STREAM, connected by a newly 
developed promenade, this 
facility is occupied by nursery 
schools and offices. It is visited 

by many locals, as it also houses new concept hotels, 
bars and restaurants. 

©SHIBUYA BRIDGE

3-21-3, Shibuya, Shibuya-ku Directly connected to 
Shibuya Sta. Vary from shop to shop

SHIBUYA STREAM
渋谷ストリーム

This complex facility constructed 
around the Shibuya River 
changes the environment of the 
area and creates a flow of new 
people. The building directly 

connected to the station consists of hotels, cafes, 
restaurants, etc., and is tied to the former Toyoko 
Line Shibuya station home line. 

©SHIBUYA STREAM


